Ref: ED52

5 July 2010

Dear

CUMBRIA MINERALS AND WASTE DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK: SITE ALLOCATIONS POLICIES AND PROPOSALS MAP

Further to my letter of the 4 June 2010 please find enclosed the following:

• Matters Issues and Questions (MIQ) Papers (ED50)
• Pre-Hearing Meeting Agenda (ED53)
• Inspector’s Guidance Notes (ED54)
• Draft Hearing Timetable (ED55)

With reference to the Draft Hearing Timetable and in accordance with the Inspector’s Guidance Notes (8.1), would you please confirm to me as soon as possible, but no later than Friday 20 August 2010, if you intend to attend the hearing session(s) to which you have been invited or rely instead on the written representations that you have already made. It will be for individual participants to keep in touch with me to check the progress of the Examination and to ensure that they are present at the appropriate times. If I do not hear from you I will assume your attendance as indicated on the timetable.

If you have advised me that you are attending the Pre-Hearing Meeting may I take this opportunity to confirm that it will start at 10:30 on Thursday 29 July 2010, at the Lake District National Park Authority, Murley Moss, Oxenholme Road, Kendal, Cumbria, LA9 7RL.

If you require any further information or assistance please do not hesitate to contact me.

Yours sincerely

Kerry Trueman
Programme Officer

Ms Kerry Trueman, Programme Officer, Cumbria County Council, County Offices, Busher Walk, Kendal, Cumbria, LA9 4RQ Tel: 07974 773984